The Shinkiko therapy evolves according to the will of the universe
Twenty years have passed since the High Genki machine was born and
the Shinkiko therapy started.
How has the Shinkiko therapy progressed? I mentioned earlier that the
Shinkiko energy of healing your physical body was joined by the energy
of spiritual awakening. In another words, I see it as the change in its
permeability into souls. Negative Ki gather around the soul with less
energy.
At first the Shinkiko energy could not send the light into souls, and it
used its energy only for purifying the negative Ki around the souls.
However, with the spiritual awakening of the late chairman, the vibration
of the Shinkiko energy changed significantly. As a result, its
permeability into souls was increased, allowing the energy to travel
through the shadow that is the negative Ki around the souls, reaching the
soul of the Ki receiver. This enabled the energy to encourage the receiver
to be spiritually awakened and let his or her soul grow.
With the passage of time, this tendency is getting stronger. In other
words, the light travels rapidly into both the Ki receiver and his or her
soul, making them less susceptible to negative phenomena, and at the
same time strongly urging the receiver to be spiritually awakened.
Despite the fact that we human beings have overcome wars, famine,
countless crises and difficulties, and have achieved development of
civilizations this far, we see no end of negative phenomena which
continues to happen every day. I have to say that, under such
circumstances, it has become very difficult to maintain our healthy mind
and body, and let our souls go straight on the path to spiritual awakening.
Now that the earth, as well as our fate, has reached a turning point, I
believe that we are required to achieve deep spiritual awakening faster,
without being affected by the negative Ki. With wars, ceaseless

environmental destruction, and the value of profitability, our earth is in
trouble. Most of us are aware that the earth cannot go on like this.
I also believe that it was the will of the universe that made Masato
Nakagawa develop the High Genki machine and let the existence of the
Shinkiko energy be known to as many people as possible.
The light of support sent from the universe
I believe that the entity of light of the grand universe is desperate to give
a helping hand to us on earth.
Any parent or teacher would want his or her child or student to be
full-fledged as soon as possible. If they love the child or student, they
would be willing to give up everything to help them. But if you force an
elementary school student to learn what is to be learned in junior high
school, the student would not understand it. Moreover, the student may
get tired and stop studying.
Making an effort to encourage a child to learn at the right time, according
to the stage of his or her growth, and leading them along the way, is what
a parent or a teacher must learn. For a parent or a teacher who is
watching over the child from a higher level, the progress is so slow at
times that they might become irritated and annoyed.
However, because the actual situation is that the receiver of the help is
looking somewhere else, not at the offered hand, I believe that the
universe strategically informed us of the existence of the Shinkiko
energy, and distributed the High Genki as a guide book to make us look
in the right direction. Each one of us on earth is receiving, from someone,
the light that exists in the universe, which has the power to let our souls
live and shine. The fact that we have enough Shinkiko energy to allow us
to provide the light to more souls is the will of the universe. To
understand this and then receive the Shinkiko energy is the best way to
tune in to the vibration of the Shinkiko energy and receive it effectively.

One more thing I want to mention here is a quote from the late chairman;
“Believe in God and love people.” As he said and I agree, there is some
kind of tremendous entity that created this world and us human beings in
this grand universe, and constantly leads human beings toward the
magnificent harmony on a universal level.
On this earth, an immature planet, there have been a lot of mistakes and
we should recognize and learn from them to further evolve. I believe that
the grand entity that we call “God” is waiting for the evolution of the
earth and the soul of each human being.
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